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Foreword
… if I cannot inspire love, I will cause fear.

This line is spoken by the hapless creature in Mary Shelley’s iconic novel
Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus, first published in 1818. Undoubtedly,
some people will have shuddered at this harrowing tale, not least because it has
been adapted into the medium of horror film, several examples of which have
imprinted the idea that Frankenstein is a story about a brute and bloodthirsty
fiend. However, this was not how Shelley wrote the story. The novel has several
speakers and among them the creature is allowed to narrate his tale of being
rejected and ostracized by an uncaring and hostile humanity. This agonizing tale
has inspired love for the wretched outcast among many generations of readers.
No matter what version of the story one may know, the tale of the mad scientist,
who gives life a creature made from human corpses, has established itself as one
of the enduring cultural myths of the modern world. In 2018, we celebrate the
bicentenary of Shelley’s influential novel. To mark the occasion, a series of
events has been organized around the globe, on the initiative of the KeatsShelley Association of America. The events will take place under the aegis of the
Frankenreads Project. At the time this foreword goes to press, 541 events are
scheduled to take place in 47 countries.
Shelley’s novel is undoubtedly one of the best-known examples of romanticera writing, and amongst the few books from the period that many readers will
know. Today, editions of Frankenstein are no longer issued in the original,
cumbersome three-volume format, but are made available in inexpensive paperbacks. This has made the original 1818 text accessible to many con amore
readers. In richly annotated versions, Frankenstein also ranks among the novels
most frequently taught in English courses around the world. As noted, the story
has regularly been adapted for other media, whether the stage, television, cinema, comic book, or computer games. If this has been with varying degrees of
success, the figure of Frankenstein’s ‘monster’ is now surely among the bestknown characters in the world. In this issue, Lis Møller reviews Geir Uthaug’s new
book-length overview of romanticism, Romantikkens univers (2017), in which the
author justifiably allots much space to Frankenstein. The novel’s place in the
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canon cannot be contested. The longevity of Frankenstein and its more or less
uninterrupted influence on popular culture are testament to the novel’s enduring
appeal.
After two centuries of criticism, the study of Frankenstein has itself become a
kind of stitched-together entity with numerous competing interpretations that do
not seem to diminish with time. However, one overriding reason for the widespread celebrations in 2018 is that successive generations of readers have made
the novel’s themes bear on debates that happen to be current to them. One
strand in the interpretation of the novel is to view it as eerily prescient of issues
that we are grappling with in late twentieth- and early twenty-first-century society.
In addition to this, freak weather conditions caused human and economic catastrophe in the year Mary Shelley wrote the story, which has been extensively
discussed in recent years as relevant to contemporary anxieties about climate
change. Some of the various interpretations of the novel will briefly be discussed
in this foreword, including how modern readers necromantically read Shelley’s
masterpiece as prescient of issues that are topical today.
To make a beginning on some of the auguries that have been identified in
Frankenstein, a prominent theme is the creation of a new kind of man. This
aspiration forms the backbone of the novel and has been seen as pertinent to
modern debates about bioethics. If the stitching together of cadavers collected by
Victor Frankenstein may belong solely to the Schauerroman, from which Shelley
took inspiration, it should not be forgotten that his ambition is to correct mental
and physical faults in humans, and that he is driven by the noble hope of overcoming disease and death. This is a goal congruent with the research agendas of
modern biosciences. Nonetheless, such meddling with nature comes with a
warning, as Shelley shows us. Today, life-saving surgery may be mostly welcomed, but other interventions are looked upon with a jaundiced eye. One example is GMOs, regularly referred to as ‘Frankenfood’, in reference to Shelley’s
novel, with the indication this is a monstrous interference in the natural order.
Related to Victor’s quest to create a new life is the unnatural circumvention of
women and mothers. This has been a focal point in many late twentieth- and early
twenty-first-century feminist readings of the novel. It can be said that women are
central to Shelley’s text precisely because they are overlooked. That is to say,
male characters may be front and centre in the plot, but the fact that the usual role
played by women in sex, birth, and child rearing is sidestepped is the real focus of
the novel. The ambitious Victor offends not only the order of nature but also social
codes, and his lack of care for his progeny is what creates the tragedy of the
novel. It is Victor’s rejection of his creation and the subsequent solitude and
isolation that the creature endures that can be said to actuate his murderous
tendencies. Furthermore, Victor’s final refusal of the creature’s request to make a
female companion is also related to male fantasies of self-sufficiency. Anne K.
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Mellor, one of the foremost feminist readers of the novel, has observed that Victor
is disinclined to create a female partner that may have a sense of self and
rationale and who may therefore not be controlled (Victor fears ‘a thinking and
reasoning animal’ who refuses to ‘comply with a compact made before her
creation’ and may ‘turn with disgust’ from the male creature).
Beyond the feminist dimension, the wider political dimension of Shelley’s
novel has long been a vexatious question. The author grew up in a radical political
milieu and became romantically entangled with a radical activist, and critics have
emphasized the heretical and revolutionary streak in the novel. The political
aspect is perhaps most clearly seen in the creature’s choice of reading material,
which is focused on books containing liberal values and critique of autocratic
power. To apply an allegorical reading, Victor Frankenstein can be seen as
someone who exploits the bodies of men, like a feudal lord would make use of the
peasantry. From the beginning, the creature is treated so appallingly by his
master that he becomes reprobate and finally vindictive. One may almost hear an
echo of Shelley’s mother, Mary Wollstonecraft, who advanced the opinion in An
Historical and Moral View of the Origin and Progress of the French Revolution
(1794) that ‘[p]eople are rendered ferocious by misery; and misanthropy is ever
the offspring of discontent’. Despite Shelley’s clear sympathies with the oppressed, critics have argued that the novel also lays itself open to interpretation
as a text sceptical of the Revolution. Frankenstein has more than a few times
been expounded as an allegory of the French Revolution – good intentions that
fall into disarray and become a destructive as well as self-destructive power. Not
that Shelley would necessarily have cheered a conservative perspective, but
some critics have heard an echo of Edmund Burke’s description of the negative
consequences of the French Revolution: ‘a species of political monster, which
has always ended by devouring those who have produced it’. Allegorical readings may often spiral out of control, but one should not ignore that the novel was
subsequently tapped as a commentary on popular risings.
The British Foreign Secretary, George Canning, spoke in the House of
Commons in 1824 on the emancipation of West Indian slaves, on which occasion
he warned that ‘to turn him [the slave] loose in the manhood of his physical
strength, in the maturity of his physical passion, but in the infancy of his uninstructed reason, would be to raise up a creature resembling the splendid fiction of
a recent romance’. Readers of Punch magazine would in 1843 have seen a
cartoon entitled ‘The Irish Frankenstein’, depicting a fiendish Irishman as a
monster in the process of attacking an innocent British man (an allusion to the
fear of mob violence following the arrest of the Irish political leader Daniel
O’Connell). In 1882, the famous illustrator John Tenniel was behind another
cartoon with the same title, this time in referring to renewed fears of Irish rebellion.
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Arguably, the subtitle of Frankenstein (often overlooked) has certain political
resonances. Prometheus was the overambitious creator of Greek legend, who
created man out of clay and later stole fire from the gods to give to mankind. For
Prometheus’s actions Zeus punished him by having an eagle pluck out his liver
every night. The symbolic recasting of this myth was low-hanging fruit at a time
when the political overreacher was a well-known type. The Prometheus myth was
certainly a favourite among romantic-period artists. There is Goethe’s poem from
1789, which was translated into several languages; Percy Bysshe Shelley published the closet drama Prometheus Unbound (1820); and paintings by Heinrich
Füger and Thomas Cole come to mind.
It is unlikely that Shelley blithely referenced the Prometheus myth without
awareness of the political interpretations it was given at the time. The analogy
was certainly used in connection with Napoleon, who could be said to have lit a
spark of hope for a rebirth of Europe. He rose to fame as the republican hero of
Europe, which only made the disenchantment so much more palpable when he
increasingly assumed the role of tyrant. Ludwig van Beethoven was a one-time
admirer of Napoleon’s anti-monarchical ideas. Soon after composing his only
ballet, Die Geschöpfe des Prometheus [The creatures of Prometheus] (1801),
Beethoven began work on what is now known as Symphony No. 3 (written 1803–
1804). On an extant copy of the music sheets, Beethoven has scratched out two
handwritten subtitles: the Italian phrase Intitolata Bonaparte [Titled Bonaparte]
and the German Geschriben auf Bonaparte [Written for Bonaparte]. Apparently,
Beethoven withdrew his support for Napoleon in disgust when he learned that the
once great liberator had proclaimed himself ‘Emperor of the French’. The news of
this power grab was announced to Beethoven by his secretary, Ferdinand Ries,
who would later recall that the composer had responded in frustration: ‘So he
[Napoleon] is no more than a common mortal! Now, too, he will tread under foot
all the rights of Man, indulge only his ambition’. Another admirer of Napoleon was
the English Lord Byron. In his ‘Ode to Napoleon Buonaparte’ (1814), he, however, compares the military leader unfavourably to Prometheus, because the
older Napoleon is not Promethean enough, deciding to abdicate rather than
sacrifice himself for mankind. A few years later, in 1816, Byron wrote the poem
‘Prometheus’, in which he issues a strident call to keep the rebellious flame
burning – perhaps as a response to Napoleon’s ignominious retreat and defeat.
In 1816, Byron was also disillusioned with the political stagnation in Britain and
the increasingly toxic reaction to his person. He therefore sought temporary
refuge in Switzerland, at Villa Diodati, near Lake Geneva. Here, he entertained
the company of his personal physician John Polidori, Percy Bysshe Shelley,
Mary Godwin (soon to be Mrs Shelley), and her stepsister, Claire Clairmont.
Much of the group’s summer was spent indoors. In the foreword to the 1831
edition of Frankenstein, Mary Shelley recalls that it was ‘a wet, uncongenial
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summer, and incessant rain often confined us for days to the house’. In fact, it
was the coldest and wettest Genevan summer since records began in 1753. No
less than 130 days of rainfall between April and September would swell the water
of the lake so that it flooded the city and some parts could only be reached by
boat. Switzerland was particularly hard hit by unusual weather with homes destroyed, fields flooded and livestock drowned. The winds, unusual snowfall and
mountain avalanches that year made tourists complain that the picturesque
landscapes were unrecognisable. Strange weather phenomena also struck
visitors with a sense of awe. In a letter of 1 June 1816, Mary Shelley describes ‘a
finer storm than I had ever beheld before’, and on 13 June the well-travelled Lord
Byron witnessed ‘the mightiest of the storms’ he had ever seen. Unable to venture outside because of the rain, the literary company who gathered at Villa
Diodati passed the time with a ghost-story competition. It was out of this competition that the text of Frankenstein would emerge, and one may surmise that
the weather cannot but have had some influence on Shelley’s mood. Few
readers have missed that foul weather, thunderstorms and lightning are significant symbols in Frankenstein.
1816 is often referred to as the ‘Year without a Summer’, which was connected
with a climate catastrophe – a context not unexpectedly taken up by several
critics and historians in recent years. The reason for the lack of sunshine is now
linked to the eruption in April 1815 of Mount Tambora, a volcano in what is now
Indonesia. The eruption was of an enormous scale, spewing vast amounts of
sulphuric acid and ash into the atmosphere (adding to the effect of other eruptions in previous years), preventing light from penetrating the dust cloud that
moved across the globe. The knock-on effects of the eruption were decreasing
temperatures and abnormal weather conditions. The sudden climate change
caused an agricultural shortfall in many countries and, in turn, led to widespread
famine in the Northern Hemisphere. The result was the death of thousands,
disease, economic collapse, civil unrest, and mass migration. Ironically, 2018 –
the year in which we celebrate the bicentenary of a novel born in the ‘Year without
a Summer’ – saw one of the hottest summers on record, causing widespread
drought and forest fires.
For teachers of romanticism, the novel Frankenstein can become monstrous
in itself, threatening to eclipse all other works from the period. This should not,
however, keep us from celebrating this spectacular work, which is a true classic. It
is a novel that perhaps more than any other in literary history has inspired so
many readers’ first love-relationship with romanticism. This is not least because
Frankenstein has proven itself as an eminently renewable resource, whose
themes are given new life by reading them into ever new and topical contexts.
Just like the creature himself, the novel is a corpse from the past that is reanimated but on such a scale and with such regularity that it has fostered a corpus of
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critical readings that refuse to let the novel rest in peace. In this issue of Romantik: Journal for the Study of Romanticism, we have made room for other
areas that show the variety of topics from the romantic period that also attract the
interest of researchers in 2018.
The articles consider the mediation of thoughts and ideas, not only across
genres and cultures, but particularly across borders. Tim van Gerven’s article on
the historical figure of Tordenskjold focuses on the role of literary texts in
transforming this navel hero from man to national symbol, exploring dichotomies
between history and memory. The fluctuating identities of Tordenskjold are
identified and related to the national cultivation of this figure on both sides of the
water, with both Denmark and Norway appropriating the man as a cultural
symbol. In contrast to Gerven’s analysis of how individuals may be written into
the history of a national collective, Susanne Bangert’s article engages with the
landscape artist F. C. Kiærskou, who can be said to be have been written out of
Danish art history. The article is an analysis of how a painter who enjoyed a
fair amount of success during his own lifetime has since been neglected by
modern critics and the public. Featured on the front cover of the present volume,
Kiærskou’s painting Klippelandskab. Djupadal i Bleking [Rocky landscape.
Djupadal in Blekinge] was painted in 1855 and purchased the same year (it has
been on long-term loan to the Danish Parliament since 2001). Cecilia WadsöLecaros’s article on the key role of translation, in relation to the mediation of
Reform ideas, shows how translators may steer history in new directions. Lecaros explores the liberty translators had for mixing the ideas of others with their
own philanthropic views, thereby not only blurring the limits of what constitutes a
translation, but also taking on the roles of instigators of political and ideological
change. Philipp Hunnekuhl also explores Anglo-Scandinavian relations, emphasising the recent ‘ethical turn’ in romantic studies in a cross-cultural literary
study of Henry Robinson, Ernst Arndt, and William Wordsworth. Peter Brix
Søndergaard explores the origins of romanticism and the dialectic of enlightenment in his analysis of English art in the context of European ideas.
Søndergaard provides an interesting characterisation of Millais’s art, and he
discusses gender and nature alongside the issues of painterly control and escape. Finally, we print an exploration of how romanticism may be viewed as a
network of contemporaneous thoughts and opinions across Europe. Uffe Hansen’s article on ‘the unconscious’ is a review of the relation between the un- and
the sub-conscious state of mind, reminding us that art is as accidental as it is
deliberate in its inspiration and construction. Originally published as a contribution to a series of papers on romanticism (Litteraturkritik & Romantikstudier),
the article stands out as the most sought-after contribution to the series and has
remained a favourite among readers. The translation will give English-speaking
audiences a chance to acquaint themselves with the insightful and wide-ranging
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article on a central romantic theme. The translation is also a tribute to the author,
who sadly passed away in 2016.
Welcome to Romantik.
Robert W. Rix, on behalf of the editorial board
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Whose Tordenskjold? The Fluctuating Identities of an
Eighteenth-Century Naval Hero in Nineteenth-Century
Cultural Nationalisms

Abstract
The naval hero Peter Wessel Tordenskjold (1690–1720) was one of the most celebrated
historical figures in both nineteenth-century Norway and Denmark. This double national
cultivation gave cause for an ongoing feud between Danish and Norwegian historians
concerning his true fatherland. At the same time, the uncertainty surrounding his exact
nationality offered a wealth of material for narratives of Dano-Norwegian, and even panScandinavian rapprochement. This article explores Tordenskjold’s track record as a figure
of national cultivation by treating him as a dynamic and transnational memory site (lieu de
mémoire). It will be demonstrated that the contestation surrounding the ownership of his
memory formed an important motivation for the rich artistic cultivation of this national hero,
while the symbolic meaning attributed to him was subjected to the ideological needs of the
individuals and groups appropriating him. As such, Tordenskjold came to be alternately
ingrained in Danish, Norwegian, Dano-Norwegian, and Scandinavian frameworks according to the relevant political and social circumstances.
Keywords
Peter Wessel Tordenskjold, Cultural memory, Cultivation of culture, National heroes, Lieu
de mémoire

Introduction
Peter Wessel Tordenskjold (1690–1720) belongs to the most beloved and most
cultivated national heroes in nineteenth-century Denmark and Norway. The list of
songs, poems, stories, plays, novels, and biographies featuring the vice admiral
in the leading role is a particularly long one and includes works by such prominent
authors as Adam Oehlenschläger, B. S. Ingemann, and Henrik Hertz. On top of
these literary appropriations, statues of the historic figure were erected in Copenhagen (1876), Trondheim (1876), and Christiania (1901), while he was immortalized on canvas by the likes of Otto Bache and Christian Mølsted. Finally,
streets, squares, and parks were named after him across the two countries, later
followed by the naming of, among several others, schools, ships, pubs, restauPhD candidate Tim van Gerven, University of Amsterdam, Romantik 07|2018, 17–46
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rants, kindergartens, sporting clubs, and – notably – Denmark’s most popular
brand of matches.1
Tordenskjold’s rich nineteenth-century afterlife – his veneration, cultivation,
and canonization – has never been studied in much detail. So far, discussion of
the topic has been contained to short and largely descriptive sections in biographies and encyclopaedias of the kind ‘writer W wrote novel X, painter Y
painted painting Z’. An exception is an MA thesis from 2016 written by Eirik
Veivåg Tveit which, however, solely addresses the historiographical tradition on
Tordenskjold.2 Dan H. Andersen, in the short final chapter of the most recent
Danish biography, likewise discusses Tordenskjold’s legacy mainly with reference to history writing and school books, although he also devotes half a page to
the matchboxes and mentions some painters and poets in passing.3
In this article, I want to widen the scope to include the fictional and material
genres, while emphatically applying a transnational perspective to show two
specific dynamics at work in cultural memory in general and the commemoration
of Tordenskjold in particular. First, the creative and ideological engagement with
the past that we call historicism operates according to its own inner temperature:
warming up when the political or social circumstances compel different groups to
appropriate Tordenskjold to meet their ideological or artistic needs, and cooling
down in times of low topicality to a state of inertia or, adopting Michael Billig’s
term, to ‘banal nationalism’. ‘Banal’ refers to that type of nationalism that has
retreated to the unremarkable background of everyday life – the street names,
statues, schools, pubs, and matches – as the almost unnoticeable but unceasing
presence of national-historical identity.4 Secondly, and closely related to this first
point, the remembered Tordenskjold is highly flexible in his identity, with his
perceived ‘nationality’ continuously oscillating between Danish, Norwegian,
Dano-Norwegian, and even Scandinavian identity on the same rambling rhythm
of political development that informed the motivations of his appropriators. Taking
the cue from recent insights from the field of cultural memory studies, I intend to
unravel these trends in the nineteenth-century afterlife of Tordenskjold by presenting the eighteenth-century hero as a dynamic and transnational memory
site.

1 Moving into the next century, the dashing young hero also appeared in films (in 1910, 1942, and
recently in 2016) and a musical (1993). Since 1998, the Danish city of Frederikshavn has
organized an annual festival in his memory that over a period of a few days attracts thousands
of visitors.
2 Eirik Veivåg Tveit, “Hei! Det gaaer glædelig!” Konstruksjonen av viseadmiral Peter Wessel
Tordenskjold i dansk og norsk litteratur 1747–1925 (MA Thesis, Høyskolen i Bergen, 2016).
3 Dan H. Andersen, Mandsmod og kongegunst. En biografi om Peter Wessel Tordenskiold
(Copenhagen: Aschehoug Dansk Forlag, 2004), 383–390.
4 Michael Billig, Banal Nationalism (London: Sage Publications, 1995), 6.
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Tordenskjold as a Dynamic Site of Memory
In his influential introduction of the term, Pierre Nora saw memory sites, or lieux
de mémoire, as relatively stable points of reference that help to anchor the nation’s historical identity in the public space and the collective consciousness, thus
affirming the nation’s continued viability in the present.5 Memory sites as such not
only refer to actual sites, to physical geographical locations, but also to buildings
and monuments, works of art, memorial days, symbolic actions, and – being in
focus here – historical persons. Key figures from the nation’s past, in their capacity as sites of memory, are intentionally invested with symbolic meaning in the
service of nation building. Generalizing Jón Karl Helgason’s observation on
national poets, it can be argued that historic figures through their canonization
‘assume a special semiotic role within a society; he or she is idolized, institutionalized and even mobilized in shaping socio-political realities.’6 Importantly,
then, ‘Great Men’ (and admittedly to a much lesser extent ‘Great Women’) were
celebrated not only for the remarkable achievements that had generated their
fame, but also because they were believed to be exemplary of the nation’s
character, making their celebration not necessarily one of the honorary person
per se, but, also of the nation in general.7 Through their cultivation across the
spectre of cultural production and propagation – ranging from the writing of their
biographies and their appearance in historical fiction to the erection of their
statues and the institution of memorial days in their honour – national heroes
such as Peter Tordenskjold were creatively recruited for the raising of national
consciousness.8
In recent years, the study of cultural memory has moved away from Nora’s
understanding of memory sites as stable entities towards a focus on the cultural
dynamics in which they function.9 Cultural remembrance has now come to be
understood as an ongoing mnemonic process in which memory sites are constantly being invested with new meaning. To quote Ann Rigney, this also implies
that memory sites, ‘while they come into being as points where many acts of
5 Pierre Nora, Les lieux de mémoire, 3 vols. (Paris: Gallimard, [1984–1992] 1997).
6 Jón Karl Helgason, ‘The Role of Cultural Saints in European Nation States’, in Culture Contacts
and the Making of Cultures. Papers in Homage to Itamar Even-Zohar, ed. Rakefet Sela-Sheffy
and Gideon Toury (Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv University, Unit of Culture Research, 2011), 245.
7 Jo Tollebeek and Tom Verschaffel, ‘Group Portraits with National Heroes: The Pantheon as an
Historical Genre in Nineteenth-Century Belgium’, National Identities 6, no. 2 (2004): 91.
8 Joep Leerssen, ‘Nationalism and the Cultivation of Culture’, Nations and Nationalism 12
(2004): 559–578.
9 Ann Rigney, ‘Plenitude, scarcity and the circulation of cultural memory’, Journal of European
Studies 35, no. 1 (2005): 11–28; Astrid Erll and Ann Rigney, ’Introduction: Cultural Memory and
its Dynamics’, in Mediation, Remediation, and the Dynamics of Cultural Memory, ed. Astrid Erll
and Ann Rigney (Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter, 2009), 1–11.
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remembrance converge, only stay alive as long as people consider it worthwhile
to argue about their meaning’.10 As this article will show, these dynamics were
clearly at play in Tordenskjold’s case: his continuous remediation throughout the
nineteenth century, and the many fluctuations in the identities and meanings
ascribed to him in the process, were to a large degree the result of the long drawnout quarrels on who exactly ‘owned’ his memory.
Nora’s conceptualization of memory sites has additionally been criticized for
its methodological nationalism.11 The shift from static site to dynamic process
has consequently been accompanied by a shift towards the application of a more
transnational framework that does justice to the capacity of memory sites to travel
across existing cultural borders.12 Approaching the afterlife of Tordenskjold from
a transnational perspective makes all the more sense, as the hero, from the
beginning, was not to be pinned down to a single national framework. So much
could already be evinced from the fact that we find Tordenskjold streets today in
both Denmark and Norway. Tordenskjold belongs to a specific category of the
Danish and Norwegian secular pantheons: that of overlapping names from the
relatively long period of political union between Denmark and Norway (1380–
1814). The large majority in this category concerns men who were born in Norway
but had pursued their political, artistic, scientific, or military career in Denmark.
Consequently, in the nineteenth century they came to be part of the memory
cultures of both countries, rendering the ‘ownership’ of their legacy a matter of
dispute. The case of the poet and playwright Ludvig Holberg is well known.13
Other notable figures in this category include the poets Edvard Storm, Christian
Tullin, and Johan Herman Wessel, as well as the naval heroes Kjeld Lauridsen
Stub, Cort Adeler, and Iver Huitfeldt. Tordenskjold stands out from this crowd by
the scale of his cultivation alone. Although all these men have been commemorated through monuments, street names, and biographies, Tordenskjold, to a
much larger degree than the others, also entered the world of fiction.14 It can be
argued that it is exactly because of his fictionalized character that the name of
Tordenskjold exerted such great mnemonic power, as his memory could be
10 Ann Rigney, ‘The Dynamics of Remembrance: Texts Between Monumentality and Morphing’,
in: eds. Astrid Erll and Ansgar Nünning, Cultural Memory Studies. An International and Interdisciplinary Handbook (Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter, 2008), 346.
11 Astrid Erll, Memory in Culture (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011), 22–27.
12 Chiara De Cesari and Ann Rigney, Transnational memory: circulation, articulation, scales
(New York and Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2014).
13 The debate on Holberg’s nationality came to a head in the early twentieth century, ignited by
the writings of Viljam Olsvig, who emphasized the man’s Norwegian descent, and the reaction
by the Norwegian historian Francis Bull and the Danish historian Theodor Alfred Müller.
14 This, of course, comes with the modification that the staging of plays on Tordenskjold were
outnumbered – by some margin – by the staging of plays written by Holberg, which held a
permanent place in the repertoires of Danish and Norwegian theatres throughout the century.
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moulded in a more engaging and aesthetically pleasing form that appealed to
potentially larger audiences.15
But, before exploring the memorial tradition centring on Tordenskjold, let me
first turn to Tordenskjold’s life for the necessary historical background. Who
exactly are we talking about?

The Life and Afterlife of Peter Wessel Tordenskjold until 1814
Tordenskjold was born as Peter Jansen Wessel on 7 November 1690 in Trondheim as the tenth son of a wealthy merchant and alderman. After having joined
the Royal Dano-Norwegian Navy at the age of eighteen, he distinguished himself
with his audacity and excellent seamanship on numerous occasions. He rapidly
climbed the ranks as a result and in 1716 he was ennobled by King Frederik IV,
receiving the name Tordenskjold (Thunder Shield) in the process. His most notable triumph followed in July of that year, when he managed to capture a large
portion of the Swedish transport fleet in the harbour of Dynekilen, close to the
Norwegian border. The loss of supply thus inflicted forced Swedish King Carl XII
to abandon his invasion of Norway. The event later earned Tordenskjold the title
‘saviour of Norway’, which would become a common trope in nineteenth-century
Norwegian nationalism.16
The young commander was unsuccessful with a surprise attack on Gothenburg in the spring of 1717 and subsequently lost the battle of Strömstad two
months later. As a consequence of these setbacks he was stripped of the
command over the Kattegat fleet and was court-martialled on the charge of
criminal recklessness. Tordenskjold was ultimately acquitted and two years later
he avenged himself with the capture of Carlsten fortress in Marstrand, after which
he was promoted to the rank of vice admiral. After the signing of the peace treaty
between Denmark and Sweden in 1720, Tordenskjold embarked on a Grand Tour
to Germany, where he died, aged 30, in a duel with a former officer of the Swedish
army.17
Already during his lifetime Tordenskjold had become the stuff of legends. One
popular myth recounts a miraculous escape from a Swedish encirclement. Tordenskjold, all alone, managed to break free from the impeding soldiers with one
dashing gash of his sword, exclaiming ‘Not this time!’ He thereupon jumped into
the sea and started swimming back to his frigate, sword between teeth.

15 Rigney, ‘The Dynamics of Remembrance’, 347–348.
16 Tveit, “Hei! Det gaaer glædelig!”, 65–69.
17 This short biography is based on Andersen, Mansmod og kongegunst.
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The two – arguably most well-known – myths are both set during the siege of
Marstrand. According to the first, Tordenskjold had personally spied on the
Swedish troops by going around town dressed as a fisherman. The second one
serves as an illustration of the hero’s cleverness and inventiveness: he allegedly
tricked the Swedish command into believing that his forces were far more numerous than they actually were by letting his modest group of soldiers march
criss-cross through the streets of Marstrand.18 None of these anecdotes had any
footing in historical fact, but were nonetheless presented as such. Olav Bergersen has suggested that this myth-making was plausibly reinforced by government propaganda. The long and expensive war had brought Denmark a small
acquisition of territory in Schleswig, but not a lot more, and the glorification of
Tordenskjold, who was popular among the citizens of Copenhagen, could very
well have been used as a way to soothe the general disappointment over this
meagre result. On 1 January 1720, for example, the government circulated a New
Year’s greeting in which Tordenskjold was praised as having been sent by God.
Many more such leaflets were to follow over the course of that year.19
After Tordenskjold’s death, the myths surrounding his character were remediated through popular culture and history writing. The popular song Jeg vil
sjunge om en helt [I want to sing about a hero], written shortly after 1720, for
example features the ‘Not this time!’ and disguised-as-a-fisherman episodes.
The historian Casper Peter Rothe uncritically included the many popular tales
that were told of Tordenskjold in his three-volume biography published between
1747 and 1750. Rothe’s biography was in turn an important source for Ove
Malling in writing his 1777 Store og gode Handlinger af Danske, Norske og
Holstenere [Great and Good Deeds of Danes, Norwegians and Holsteinians], a
school textbook commissioned by the royal court to legitimize the absolutist
regime and foster the patriotic love for the king’s realm among the population of
the conglomerate state.20 Thematically structured around virtues that were
deemed typical of the Danish-Norwegian-Holsteinian character such as bravery, generosity, diligence, and that very same love of the fatherland, the book
illustrated every virtue with a series of historical anecdotes. Of the many
‘Danes, Norwegians and Holsteinians’ Malling introduces across the pages
none is mentioned more often than Tordenskjold. Store og gode Handlinger
itself became a widespread book that went through several reprints over the
18 The phrase ‘Tordenskjolds soldater’ is still used in Danish and Norwegian today, usually
referring to people who hold several positions within the same organisation, thereby giving the
impression that the organisation in question is larger or more important than it factually is.
19 Olav Bergersen, ‘Peter Wessel Tordenskjold’, in Norsk Biografisk Leksikon, bind XVI:
Sørensen – Torp, Alf (Oslo: Aschehoug, 1969), 472.
20 Ole Feldbæk, ‘Kærlighed til fædrelandet. 1700-tallets nationale selvforståelse’, Fortid og
Nutid 71 (1984): 270–288.
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course of the subsequent century. Crucially, the book came to serve as the
foundation for many smaller textbooks that were used for history teaching in
public schools throughout the state.21 Besides exerting great influence on
history education in both Denmark and Norway, Malling’s book furthermore
provided a rich source of inspiration for poets and playwrights. To name the
most notable example, Johannes Ewald, the great poet of the time, based his
1778 Singspiel Fiskerne [The fishermen] on Malling’s accounts. The play
featured the song Kong Christian stod ved højen mast [King Christian stood by
the lofty mast] which recounts the naval heroes Christian IV, Niels Juel and, of
course, Peter Wessel Tordenskjold.

Fig. 1: Unknown Artist, Wood engraving based on Malling’s Store og gode Handlinger depicting
Tordenskjold’s miraculous escape from Swedish captivity.

Moving into the nineteenth century, Malling-style state patriotism that demanded
loyalty to the king and his realm was steadily overtaken by a cultural nationalism
that perceived the ethnic nation itself as the primary focus of identification. This
also implied a shift in the semiotic meaning allocated to national heroes such as
Tordenskjold, who was no longer primarily a harbinger of civic virtue as had been
the case in the previous century, but first and foremost a specimen of the archetypical Norwegian or Dane. In many ways, in fact, Peter Wessel held out the
21 Andersen, Mansmod og kongegunst, 384–385.
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perfect example of the idealized national character, something which is reflected
in the large cultural production dedicated to him across the century. His popularity
among both cultural producers and consumers is not hard to understand.
However brief his life may have been, the hero’s legacy contained a rich collection of mostly fabricated or at best semi-fabricated stories that followed the
attractive narrative of the bold underdog triumphing, against all odds, over an
enemy deemed far superior. Because of his half-historical, half-mythical character, Tordenskjold formed an ideal canvas for different ideological currents on
which to project their norms, values, and ideals, be they absolutist, Danishnationalist, Norwegian-nationalist, or Scandinavianist. Additionally, he was, both
during and after his life, presented as a ‘man of the people’, as the prominent
philologist Rasmus Nyerup phrased it in his short introduction to Jeg vil sjunge
om en helt, making him a hero almost everyone could relate to.22
In the nation-building context, Tordenskjold was regularly held up as a moral
example for the common Norwegian and Dane to aspire to. This aspect of the
cultivation of Tordenskjold became all the more pronounced, when DenmarkNorway in 1807 entered into war with Sweden and Great Britain as part of the
larger Napoleonic conflict that swept the continent. In those dire times, bellicose
heroes from the glorious past were employed to ‘strengthen the weak, encourage
the cunning and inspire the noble.’23 To be sure, the mythological and medievalist
taste of the time foregrounded legendary saga kings and warriors such as
Stærkodder, Hrolf Krake, and Ragnar Lódbrok, but Tordenskjold and other naval
heroes from the early modern period also had their role to play. In fact, Tordenskjold was presented as a worthy descendant of these saga heroes, ‘a Viking
in a naval officer’s dress’, who proved that the present-day Danes and Norwegians were still of the same noble stock.24
In addition to his instrumentalization in wartime poetry and plays, Tordenskjold
also premediated heroes of the ongoing war. A case in point is the young lieutenant Peter Willemoes, who died in battle with the English in 1808. In the introduction to his obituary poem published in the journal Ny dansk Tilskuer, N. F.
S. Grundtvig called him ‘the second Tordenskjold’.25 Knud Lyne Rahbek would
proceed likewise in an introductory poem to his Singspiel Tordenskjold i Marstrand:

22 Rasmus Nyerup, Udvalg af Danske Viser fra Midten af det 16de Aarhundrede til henimod
Midten af det 18de, med Melodier; Første Del (Copenhagen: D. Sal. Schultz, 1821), 85.
23 Rasmus Glenthøj, Skilsmissen: dansk og norsk identitet før og efter 1814 (Odense: Syddansk Universitetsforlag, 2012), 258.
24 Tveit, “Hei! Det gaaer glædelig!”, 47, 64.
25 Ny dansk Tilskuer, 26 May (1808).
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Den Søn har tit paa danske Bølger vandret,
Skiøndt han fik Navn som Tiden har forandret,
Hedd’ engang Tordenskiold, og siden Willemoes.
[That son who oft has roamed the Danish waves,
Though time did change his given name,
Was once called Tordenskjold; now Willemoes.]26

Rahbek’s play is deserving of a closer examination here. Premiering at the Royal
Theatre in Copenhagen on 4 April 1813 – in the middle of the war – the tendency
of the play is clearly to inspire self-sacrifice in the service of the fatherland, with
Tordenskjold as the very embodiment of good patriotic conduct. Rahbek did his
best to get both Danes and Norwegians on board for the contemporary struggle,
as both nations are repeatedly praised for their noble character and patriotic
fervour. It is, thereby, not hidden that Tordenskjold was of Norwegian descent,
which is praiseworthy because: ‘Man veed hvordan de Norske er. … At Konge,
Norge, Fædreland hos dem gaaer over Alt’ [You know how the Norwegians are.
… For them, king, Norway and Fatherland go above all].27
By elevating loyalty to king and country, the piece is still strongly rooted in the
state-patriotic tradition. The significance thus attributed to these particular virtues
also manifests itself in the positive portrayal of the Swedish characters, who are
likewise driven by noble, patriotic motives. This benevolent attitude towards
Sweden, even at the height of the war, can be explained by Rahbek’s close
friendships with Swedish literati; he had, furthermore, in 1796, been involved in
the establishment of the Scandinavian Literary Society, which aimed at stimulating cultural exchange between the two countries, and can be seen as an early
expression of cultural Scandinavianism.28 The importance of national loyalty in
the play is, therefore, not engendered through the vilification of Sweden, but in a
different way. The main antagonist in Tordenskjold i Marstrand is a major in the
Swedish army called Stahl, who prides himself on the fact that he has no fatherland. The explicit message is that he, therefore, also has no sense of honour.
When Stahl is tricked into believing that Tordenskjold commands a sizeable army
in Marstrand, he offers the latter to betray his Swedish superiors in order to get the
best out of the situation for himself. Tordenskjold, being a man of honour, of
course declines.

26 Knud Lyne Rahbek, Samlede skuespil af K. L. Rahbek. Professor og theaterdirecteur, Ridder
af Dannebrogen. Tredie Bind (Copenhagen: Joh. Fred. Schulz, 1813).
27 Rahbek, Samlede skuespil. Tredie Bind, 173. Note that Norway and Fatherland are not
synonymous here.
28 Julius Clausen, Skandinavismen historisk fremstillet (Copenhagen: Det Nordiske Forlag,
1900), 11.
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